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‘ ~~ messes it an ‘improvement in 
s time; :61- the ee?veyancer‘o m1 from a truck 
to the ‘basements? standing or ‘other place ‘of 
as‘ t 
v I fobl'é'tt our ‘in era-heels a ‘device ‘of the 
1k jd ‘ii-assesses ‘the "wheels :lotat‘ed on one 
end eiv'thepdevrce tor the purpose ‘or moving the 
some easily ‘1'12 the piece ‘the other and 

‘in’ the ethics ‘is ‘raised to ‘a higher 
ilboltit "the the tithe)‘ ens which in ‘turn ‘helps 

ease ‘of “the seal "into the bin. 
‘ ‘r obj‘ett er our .inventitn is a device 

movable hop 
the ‘top. This hopper 

listed Kin my ‘position to ac 
‘’ be ‘unloaded, ‘and this 

‘s it me ‘unloading, 
. still hirtheriobdeet bi {our invention is a de 
er the kind memteea ‘that has a self coh 

‘tamed power to drive the conveyor belt. 
This power unit can be removed by merely lifting 

assess? sire-in the device. The power imit 
light in ‘weight that one than can easily 

remove or install it. 

is messed mentiene? that has a 
per is silent mete-e 
,? . 

‘ a s Ym‘rthei- obl‘j'ec't of ear invention is a 
twee 'T the .i‘néhtldh‘é‘d ‘that has "a number 

' ‘ ;. This sunset-er win also 
see ten ‘in a very short space 

a still further ebjeet of our invention ‘is to 
“divide a sense or the kind mentioned, one 
end 6? when is exteasiihe airmen a ‘window to 
tllreet the haw er Jessi sweetly finte the desired 
sites. 

refer-ring to tn‘ “temperature drawings 
is vmciisimiiat s oirerer'enee designate 
‘the same ‘parts t‘ ugneet the several figures 
or the‘ drawings‘: F: l is a side view of the coal 

‘devise this view the‘ hopper is 
"s is ‘be movable by‘the’dotted lines and the 
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rdevice, this view ‘being as ‘seen from the line 
IV-IV in Fig.- 1 ‘and looking in the direction 
of ‘the "arrows. v ‘ “ v “ ‘ 

Fig. '5 is ‘a rear end view of the?ooal conveyor 
device, the view being as seen v-f-rom the line 
V-‘-V in Fig. 1 and looking in the ‘direction of 
the arrows. ‘ I W ‘I “ 

Fig. 6 is an enlarged detail cross sectional view 
of the rear'conveyor belt pulley and the rear box 
which conveys the power, )from the power unit 
to the conveyor‘ belt.v view also shows the 
supporting bearing element ‘on the opposite end 
of the pulley drivingshaft._ _ 

Fig. 7 is an enlargeddetail cross sectional view 
of the front conveyor belt pulley, this view also 
shows the method of tightening the ‘conveyorbelt 
which is provided. ‘ 

Fig. 8 is a side view of the removable power 
unit support, the power unit is shown in dotted 
lines. 

Fig. 9 is a top view ‘of the‘ ‘removable power 
unit support "and shows how the two W hook-ele 
ments hook over the supporting bar. The power 
unit in this view is also ‘shown in dotted lines. 

Fig. 10 is a cross sectional view‘of the coal con 
veyor device, this view being as seen ‘from the 
line X‘—X in Fig. 1 ‘and looking in the direction 
of the arrows. , 

In the drawings the ‘device is seen as having 
two long angle-shaped elements 14 and i5. Slid 
ably mounted on the upper extending legs of 
the angle shaped elements 14 and {5 is ‘a hopper 
element 16. The hopper element I6 is provided 
with four short angle irons 11,“ l8; l9 and 28 
which are securely fastened to the hopper ele 
merits IE ‘with rivets 2 I‘. These four short angle 
irons l1, l8, l9 and ‘20 extend down and on the 
outside of the upper extending legs of the angle 
‘shaped elements l4 ‘and I5 and permit the hop 
per It to slide along the ‘top ‘angle ‘elements 
I4 and IE to any desired position. Securely 
fastened to the front lower eiitending legs of 
the angle elements ‘I4 and I5 'are two plates 22 
and 23. The lower ends of these two plates 22 
and 23 are securely fastened (preferably riveted) 
‘to two long inverted 'L-shape‘d elements 24 and 
25 ‘which extend the full length 'of the nia‘chine. 
Located in the approximate center of the two 
plates 22 and-23 ‘is an elongated slot 26 and 21. 
The purpose of these slots 26 and '21 is to ad 
:iu'st'ably receive the ends of a pulley’ shaft 28. 
Welded to the front portions of ‘the plates “22 and 
23 and directly ‘in l'iiié with the slots ‘26 and 21 
are two nuts 29 and '30 ‘which threeeeaiy receive 
two adjusting screws 3| and 32. one end of 
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these adjusting screws 3| and 32 is provided with 
a head 33 formed to receive a wrench for tight 
ening or loosening purposes. The other ends 
of the adjusting screws 3| and 32 contact two 
hub elements 34 and 35. These two hub ele 
ments 34 and 35 ?t over the ends of the shaft 
28 and are provided with two locking screws 
36 and 31. Inside of the hub elements 34 and 
35 ?t snugly against the inside hub of a pulley 
38. The shaft 28 stands still and the pulley 36 
revolves around the shaft 28 on two sets of roller 
bearings 39 and 49. The race for the bearings 
39 and 49 are formed in the pulley 38. A pack 
ing gland 4| is positioned in front of the bear 
ings 39 and 49 and a retainer ring 42 is positioned 
in front of the packing gland 4|. 
At the rear of the machine and securely riveted 

to the upper angle l4 and extending down to 
and including the lower inverted L-shaped ele 
ment 24 and riveted securely thereto and then 
on down to support the axle ‘43 is a plate 44. 
At the center of the plate 44 is located a slot 
45 through which a drive shaft 46 extends. The 
shaft 46 xtends through two retaining washers 
41 and 48 and on into a conventional ball bear 
ing element 49 that is supported in an adjustable 
bearing case 59. The adjustable bearing case 59 
is held in place by two bolts 5| and 52 mounted 
on the front portion of the plate 44 and squarely 
in front of the bearing case 59 is located and 
securely welded thereto, a nut 53 with a long 
adjusting screw 54, threaded therethrough one 
end of the adjusting screw 54 comes into con 
tact with the foot formation 55 that is an in 
tegrally formed part of the adjustable bearing 
case 56. 

Securely fastened to the shaft 46 by means of 
four set screws 56, 51, 58 and 59 is a driving 
pulley 69. The shaft 46 extends on through a 
hole 6| in another plate 62 which is securely 
riveted to the top angle l4 and extends down 
wardly to and including the lower inverted 
L-shaped element 24 and is riveted securely 
thereto and then extends on down to support the 
other end of the axle 43. The axle 43 supports 
one on each end thereof, two wheels 63 and 64. 
Located on the outside of the plate 62 is a gear 
box 65 which has a removable side 66 which is 
held in place by bolts 91. The shaft 46 extends 
into the case 65 and through a conventional ball 
bearing 68 that is held in place by a bearing 
socket 69 which is formed as a part of the case 
65. The shaft 46 extends on through a spacer 
l9 and into a gear 1|. A half moon key 12 keeps 
the gear ‘H from turning on the shaft 46. The 
shaft 46 then extends on into a second ball bear 
ing 13 that is held in place by a bearing socket 
74 that is an integrally formed part of the re 
movable side plate 66. Up toward the top of the 
removable side plate 66 is located a V belt pulley 
14' that is fastened to the shaft 13’ by a half 
moon‘ key 15. The shaft 13' then extends through 
the removable side plate 56 and into a ball bear 
ing ‘l6 which is held in a bearing socket 11 which 
is an integrally formed part of the removable 
side plate‘ 66. The shaft 13' then extends through 
a washer or spacer l8 and into another gear 19 
that is held in constant mesh with the larger 
gear ‘H. The shaft 13’ is securely fastened to 
the gear 19 by a half moon key 89 and then the 
shaft 13’ extends through a second washer or 
spacer ‘8|, then into a second ball bearing 82 
which is held in a bearing socket 83 which is an 
integrally formed part of the case 65. 
Located-in the rear of the two side'plates 44 
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and 62, directly below and to the rear of the two 
long inverted L-shaped elements 24 and 25 is 
positioned a motor support rod 84, one end of 
which is fastened to the side plate 44 and the 
other end of the motor support rod 84 is fastened 
to the side plate 52. The motor 85 is provided 
with a V belt pulley B6 and a V belt 81 is placed 
thereon and extends to and around the V belt 
pulley 14. The motor 85 is mounted on a motor 
support plate 88. The forward portion of the 
motor support plate 88 is provided with two hook 
elements 89 and 96 that easily hook over the 
motor support rod 84 or easily unhook from the 
motor support rod 84. The weight of the motor 
65 which is mounted on the motor support plate 
88 at all times keeps the V belt 81 tight on the 
two V belt pulleys 86 and 14' by the hinge con 
nection of the hook elements 89 on the support 
plate 88 which is rigidly held between the two 
side plates 44 and 62. 
Located on both of the sides l4 and i5 under 

the conveyor belt 9| and also on the bottom is 
riveted a plurality of rectangular shaped support 
elements 92. A long strip of metal 93 isv welded 
securely to the under side of the two long inverted 

' L shaped elements 24 and 25. This metal strip 
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93 is further support for the conveyor belt 9| 
and also a reinforcement for the entire machine. 
At the rear of the machine and extending a short 
distance toward the front and directly in front 
of the rear drive pulley is a strip of metal 94. 
This metal strip 94 serves as a'rear support for 
the conveyor belt 9| and also a reinforcement 
for the rear portion of the machine. Directly in 
front of the metal strip 94 is located an open 
space 95. A hood element 96 is located directly 
under the open space 95. This hood element 99 
serves as a dispenser for the coal dust and de 
flects the dust away from the machine onto the 
ground or any satisfactory means for catching 
the dust. _ ~ - ' 

The operation of the device isv as follows. The 
front end of the machine can be raised and the 
machine towed behind a truck or due to the eX 
treme absence of weight the machine can easily 
be loaded on a truck and hauled to the work. 
Upon reaching the work the machine is placed in 
the desired spot for unloading the coal. Then 
the forward end of the machine is shoved into the 
window or coal opening of thebuilding. The 
motor 85 is then unloaded and the hooks 89 on 
the motor support bar 88 are hooked on the motor 
support bar 84. Then the V belt 81 is placed 
around the two pulleys 85 and 14’ and the motor 
85 is allowed to support itself.’ The weight of 
the motor 85 keeps the belt 81 tight at all times. 
Then the conveyor belt 9| is checked for tight 
ness. If the conveyor belt‘ 9| is too tight or too 
loose the required adjustment can easily and 
quickly be made by the two adjusting screws 3| 
and 32 which force the two hub elements 34 
and 35 away from them and against the pressure 
of the conveyor belt 9| to tighten or let the hub 
elements 34 and 35 slip back with the pressure 
of the conveyor belt 9| vto loosen as‘ the ‘case may 
be. At the rear end of the machine the adjust 
ing bolt 54 may be turned to force the foot 55 
of the bearing support element forward or permit 
it to move rearwardly as the need may be. The 
purpose of this adjustment is to compel the con 
veyor belt 9 l v1to- run at the proper position on the 
driving pulley 69." By this-v we mean, not, too 
close to one side or the other, which would cause 
excessive wear on the conveyor belt 9|. The 
motor 85 is then started which turns the V belt 
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pulley ‘86 and drives the v belt 81 which in turn 
revolves the second V belt pulley ‘l4 and the shaft 
73 is revolved within the bearings 16 and 82 to 
revolve the gear 19 which is in mesh with a second 
gear 1|. As the gear ‘H is revolved, the shaft 
46 is also revolved in the bearings 49, 68 and 13. 
As the shaft 46 is revolved, the pulley 60, which is 
locked onto the shaft 46 by the four set screws 
56, 51, 58 and 59 is also revolved to drive the 
conveyor belt 9| down and around the front 
pulley 38 which is revolvably mounted on bear 
ings 39 and G0 and the shaft 28 to carry the 
coal into the bin. 
The hopper 16 can be moved in the desired 

position on the machine for the truck to dump 
the coal into the coal conveyor. 
Now While the device as shown and above de 

scribed is probably the preferred form of the 
device, it is to be understood that such modi? 
cations of the invention may be employed as lie 
Within the scope of the appended claims without 
departing from the spirit and intention of the 
invention. 
Now having fully shown and described our in 

vention, what we claim is: 
1. In a portable conveyor device of the kind 

described; the combination of a conveyor frame, 
an endless belt carried on rollers, said rollers 
being positioned one at each end of the frame, 
said frame having a trough formed therein and 
‘said belt forming the bottom of the trough, a 
power unit carried by said frame for driving one 
of said rollers and belt, said power unit being 
hookably mountable and demountable on and 
from the frame for ease of handling the frame, 
an open bottom hopper, said hopper being longi~ 
tudinally slidably carried on said frame and over 
said belt for purposes of discharging its contents 
on said belt at any selected point along said frame. 
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2. In a portable conveyor device of the kind 

described; the combination of structure de?ned 
in claim 1, said combination of structure being 
further characterized by having means therein 
for tightening and loosening the conveyor belt, 
said means for tightening and loosening the con 
veyor belt being bearing elements carrying a sup 
porting shaft for one of said rollers, said bearings 
being slidably carried by said frame and having 
screw means for moving said bearings to and 
holding them in adjusted positions, said power 
unit hookable attachment providing a pivotal 
mounting for rocking the power unit to tighten 
the drive belt and to allow for adjusting move 
ments of the said bearing elements. 

HAROLD B. PHILLIPS. 
CLARENCE S. PHILLIPS. 
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